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Abstract—Information (content) plays an important role in a 

Named Data Networking (NDN). Hence, an information model is 

essential in representing information appropriately to supports 

meaningful information spreading.  As a distinction from the 

current network practice, the NDN shall concentrate on the 

content itself, rather than the location of the information itself. 

One important and common feature of NDN is leveraging through 

its built-in network caches (temporal store) to improve the 

communication and efficiency of content dissemination. Thus, 

caching is well thought-out as one of the most crucial features 

(especially in PIT) of the NDN. Its efficiency is due to it required 

feature of producing a flexible strategy in deciding what content to 

store and replace when the PIT overflows. Thus, PIT management 

in NDN continues being one of the primary concerns of high-speed 

forwarding. To address this issue, replacement policies, as one of 

the key factors for determining the effectiveness of a PIT in line 

with many researcher's haven to propose numerous replacement 

policies, i.e. LRU, Random and Persistent, which have been 

projected to attain the improved Interest drop rate, reduce the 

delay and Interest retransmission as when the PIT is full. 

However, to the best of our knowledge, there have not been studies 

that dealt with the performance and evaluation between the 

mentioned policies under different network topologies. Therefore, 

in this paper we study the performance of Interest drop rate, delay 

and Interest retransmission under different network topologies, 

i.e. Tree, Abilene and Germany when the PIT is full. The 

significance yearned for this study would be to provide a solid 

starting point in research directions of new PIT replacement 

policies for contemporary workload or selectively turning off of 

fewer used cache ways. 

 

Index Terms—Named Data Networking; Pending Interest 

Table; Replacement Policy. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The Information-Centric Networks (ICNs) paradigm serves as 

a structural redesigning for Future Internet architecture, placing 

named data with referral to content rather than host locations 

(IP addresses). This is thus instantiated at the core of the 

network design [1]. In order to overcome some mismatch 

between the current use of the Internet and its original 

submitted design, several ICN projects and architectures such 

as Data-Oriented Network Architecture (DONA) [2], Publish 

Subscribe Internet Technology (PURSUIT)[3], Network of 

Information (NetInf)/Scalable and Adaptive Internet Solutions 

(SAIL) [4][5], CONVERGENCE [6] , Content-Centric 

Networking (CCN)/Name Data Networking (NDN) 

[7][8][9][10][11], COntent-centric inter-NETwork (CONET) 

[12][13], and MobilityFirst [14] have been proposed and tested 

by the networking research community.  

NDN, also referred to as CCN, is a novel network 

architectural approached proposed by [9] for name-centric 

Internet. NDN differs mainly from the current network practice, 

by its concentration more on the content itself (“what”), as 

compared to the “where” for the current information 

management of the host. In NDN, contents are usually sub-

divided into data chunks that are uniquely identified by special 

naming structures such as hierarchical naming structures, 

which, in turn, directly guide packet forwarding. This thus, 

avoids the use of IP addressing [15]. Slight modification in the 

semantics makes nodes interact with each other through a 

receiver-driven dissemination model, which shows that 

contents are generated (and served) only in response to the 

corresponding requests. Consequently, only two forms of 

messaging types are traversed between NDN users: Interest and 

Data packets. These message's processing are handled in NDN 

nodes via the three main special data structures with each 

having its unique operation: 

 Content Store (CS); 

 Forwarding Information Base (FIB); 

 Pending Interest Table (PIT). 

The PIT is related to a record and track keeper of events. It is 

used to keep track of Interest packets that have been previously 

requested and served as forwarded data toward content sources 

or requesters that are yet to be granted. Upon acquiring all 

information, a reverse path of direction is followed to serve 

Data packets as forwarded information to their requesters. It 

slightly partakes in routing and forwarding operations of the 

executed Interest packets [16][11]. Furthermore, NDN easily 

supports multicast communications [9]. Part of the advantage 

enjoyed in NDN is the ability to aggregate requests for the same 

contents at each node into one PIT entry (i.e., the one created 

after the forwarding of the first Interest), with the flexibility of 

keeping track of the relevant incoming faces. Moreover, the PIT 

should be large enough to store high volume of information. 

Thus, the PIT needs to be quick in order to mitigate bottleneck 

in Interest processing [17]. 

Replacement policy in PIT, is one of the important factors 

that determine the effectiveness of a cache. It has become even 

more important with the advent of the technological trends 

toward highly associative cache practices. The state-of-the-art 

processors, therefore, employ various cache policies, indicating 

that there is no common replacement that stands out as the  best 
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[18]. On the one hand, one of the primary goals of the NDN is 

to manage cache contents (especially in PIT) in NDN routers to 

accommodate Interest efficiently. Similarly, it is also a 

challenging task to decide which content should be evicted from 

the memory of a router if a new packet arrives, and the cache of 

the router is full [19]. To overcome the above critical issues, our 

goal in this study is to explore some common PIT replacement 

policies in greater perspective. 

To do this, there is a need to address some fundamental 

questions that haven't been fully answered in previous work. It 

is therefore, paramount to investigate the performance of 

different PIT in relations to replacement policies for 

contemporary workload, in different PIT configurations. This 

will address how some existing policies relate to PIT. 

Additionally, replacement in [20] policies have different effect 

on the instruction and entries in PIT. We deal with this specific 

problem by performing a critical evaluation of some possible 

PIT replacement policies, i.e. Persistent, Random and LRU. In 

this study, the performance analysis is achieved using a ndnSIM 

simulator [20][21] against PIT delay, Interest drop rate and 

Interest retransmission on three variant topologies, i.e., 

Abilene, Tree, Germany. The results from our study provide an 

essential starting point for new research in PIT replacement 

heuristics for contemporary workload or selective building of 

less used cache approaches. 

 

II. COMMON PIT REPLACEMENT POLICIES 

 

The PIT provides the full state of each forwarded Interest 

packet in the network in order to provide paths for traversing 

Data packet in forwarding [21]. Each PIT entry contains the 

following information: (i) the name associated with the entry; 

(ii) a list of incoming faces; (iii) a list of outgoing faces; (iv) 

time when the entry should expire and (v) any other forwarding-

strategy information. Table 1 represents the data set for 30 

incoming Interest packet for recording or updating the PIT. 

The common replacement policies in PIT are Persistent, 

Random and Least Recently Used [20]. These are justified from 

the main contributions found through the literatures. In the 

following subsections, we shall briefly present these policies in 

relation to its functionality with replacement policies 

implementations. 

 

A. Persistent Replacement Policy 

Persistent is assumed as the default replacement police in 

NDN, which adds to speed up operations thereby reducing the 

complexity in implementation. It has been proposed as a 

solution to coordinate PIT in Interest interactions. A Persistent 

replacement policy requires that mostly new Interest packet 

should be selected and not to be rejected from its allocated 

memory space when there isn't free space found in its PIT. As 

a result, the memory space may be well under-utilized. Thus, 

this may result in relatively poor performance. This algorithm 

presents a major drawback since its reject any incoming Interest 

even with has less Lifetime or a high popular entry in PIT. An 

example of the operation of the Persistent policy is maintained 

as depicted in Figure 1 based on incoming Interest that 

presented in Table 1. 

 
 

Table 1 

Incoming Interest Packet Data Set 
 

Entity Name Incoming Face Lifetime Enqueuer PIT 

www.google.com/ 4 196 1 

www.onlinecorrect.com/ 1 131 2 
www.ss.uni/ 5 269 3 

www.facebook.org/ 1 220 4 

www.onlinecorrect.com/ 2 121 5 
www.youtube.com 2 183 6 

www.tm.com.my/ 1 187 7 

www.ss.uni/ 4 211 8 
www.google.com/ 3 120 9 

www.tm.com.my/ 3 161 10 

www.lelong.com.my/ 3 250 11 
www.tm.com.my/ 4 47 12 

www.internetworks.my/ 2 322 13 

www.onlinecorrect.com/ 3 94 14 
www.powervoip.com/ 3 329 15 

www.uobabylon.edu/ 1 130 16 

www.tm.com.my/ 5 131 17 
www.internetworks.my/ 1 265 18 

www.ss.uni/ 1 208 19 

www.google.com/ 5 139 20 
www.uobabylon.edu/ 2 72 21 

www.youtube.com 3 62 22 
www.youtube.com 1 55 23 

www.tm.com.my/ 2 79 24 

www.onlinecorrect.com/ 4 100 25 
www.internetworks.my/ 4 262 26 

www.facebook.org/ 2 191 27 

www.youtube.com 1 109 28 
www.facebook.org/ 4 239 29 

www.lelong.com.my/ 1 188 30 

 

 
 

Figure 1: PIT before and after treatment based on Persistent policy 

 

As we can notice from Figure 1; above, the new Interest was 

rejected, and the PIT before and after this operation remains the 

same as regards to contents. Although the Persistent policy is a 

simple to implement and easy to operate since it is rejected the 

new entries when the PIT size reached its limit. However, it is 

not consideration about Interest Lifetime, Interest frequency, 

Interest enqueue PIT time, which can effect on the performance 

of PIT as well as over the whole network. 

 

B. Random Replacement Policy 

Just as the name implies, this policy randomly selects a 

candidate data and discards it in order to present free space 

when necessary. This algorithm unlike the previous does not 

require holding any information about the access in history. The 

replacement policy chosen in random policy is the simplest. 

The discarding of Interest are randomly initiated. This 
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algorithm seems pretty easy in implementation due to the 

advantage of a pseudo-random counter for the whole cache 

operation. It, however, consumes few resources but performs 

badly due to its non-usage based dimension. Its performance 

relies solely on real randomness of the sequence. According to 

a recent study in, it can also be implemented with Linear 

Feedback Shift Registers; however, the solution is sometimes 

poorly efficient. An example in practice on how the Random 

policy is maintained is presented in Figure 2; this is based on 

incoming Interest that was presented in Table 1.  

 

 
 

Figure 2: PIT before and after treatment based on Random policy 

 

In Random policy, when PIT reaches its limit, random entry 

(could be the newly created one) will be removed from the PIT. 

Therefore, there are two inverse cases in this policy. Best case 

is by removing the entry which has too long expiration time 

with minimum frequency (i.e., replacing the entry name: 

“www.lelong.com.my/”, frequency: “2”, Lifetime: “220” with 

a new entry name: www.games.com/, frequency: 1”, Lifetime: 

“207”).  While the worst case is by removing entry, which has 

lowest expiration time with maximum frequency (i.e., replacing 

the entry name: “www.tm.com.my/”, frequency: “5”, Lifetime: 

“163” with the new entry name: www.games.com/, frequency: 

1”, Lifetime: “207”).  

Although the Random policy is simple to implement in 

hardware. However, it less efficient than the other policy 

because some entries may accumulate large request counts or 

may have little Interest lifetime as a factor is replacing, and it 

could be the newly created one to be removed from PIT. 

 

C. Least Recently Used (LRU) Replacement Policy 

LRU policy is among the most popular algorithms that are 

those based on the Least-Recently-Used cache replacement 

rule. The wide popularity of this policy is attributed to its good 

performance. LRU algorithm tends to keep both more frequent 

items used in the PIT as well as quick adaptation to the potential 

changes in document popularity. This results in efficient 

performance of the overall replacement policy. In order to 

understand further the insight into a network caching designing 

and algorithms, it is important to gain a thorough understanding 

of the baseline LRU cache replacement policy [22][23]. In the 

analysis of LRU policy, due to the recently in use, the entry 

which with the highest access is most likely to be accessed 

again in the near future, and the entry that has been “least 

recently used” would be replaced by the PIT controller when 

the PIT demands a new entry adding. An example of how the 

LRU policy is maintained is shown in Figure 3 based on 

incoming Interest that we presented in Table 1. Although the 

LRU replacement is heuristic and relatively important as it 

requires a number of memories in bits to record PIT whenever 

an entry is accessed. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: PIT before and after treatment based on LRU policy 

 

In LRU, the oldest as it compared to the time of usage will 

be removed when PIT size reached its limit. Based on this, LRU 

replaces the entry that hasn’t been referenced to in the longest 

time ((i.e., replacing the entry name: “www.ss.uni/”, frequency: 

“3”, Lifetime: “241” with a new entry name: www.games.com/, 

frequency: 1”, Lifetime: “207”). 

LRU is selected as common one for ICN because of its low 

complexity, although its ability to identify the popular content 

is poor [24]. However, without consideration of factors, for 

example, the number of entries to keep track of increases. LRU 

becomes more expensive if one wants to ensure that the policy 

always discards the least recently used entry as well as it's 

harder to implement, slower, often just approximated and not 

care about entry lifetime as a factor. Moreover, LRU can also 

lead to many unnecessary cache replace [25]. 

 

III. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT 

 

Evaluation of performance methods are a very crucial step in 

evaluating the final results of any research or project [26]. 

Accordingly, different ICN architectures were critically 

analyzed in the literature review using a combined method of 

theoretical analysis, empirical measurements (testbed) and 

simulation techniques. These are deemed appropriate and 

popular methods of evaluating network performance, 

architectures, services and protocols in networking community. 

Usually, several researchers adhere to a specific methodology 

in line with the set out goals of their experiment (e.g., to 

evaluate quantify resource utilization, economic incentives, 

scalability and so on). Thus, there are many factors that could 

affect the experimental results such as: the network condition 

(e.g., available link capacity); topology selected; link delay, 

node mobility, background traffic load, loss-rate characteristics, 

disruption patterns, and other aspects (e.g., the variety of 

devices used) [27]. 

 

A. Selection of Simulation 

Simulation has widely been the option of mimicking 

dynamic scenarios, mainly networks and real systems. It is a 

computer-based system model or generated using computer 

programming. Furthermore, simulation is a more flexible tool 

for studying the performance of various protocols [28]. NS3 is 

a free and open source network simulator that has been made 

http://www.games.com/
http://www.games.com/
http://www.games.com/
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available for teaching, research and development work under 

the GNU GPLv2 license [29]. It has the capability of being 

integrated with external animators and data analysis and 

visualization tools for better presentations of results [30]. From 

another perspective, ICN is still in its infancy though research, 

the community is still in the process of developing an effective 

and evaluation platform, including simulators, emulators, and 

testbeds [27]. Some of the most popular tools that are available 

for communication network researchers are CCNPL-Sim[31], 

ccnSim [32] and ndnSIM [31][21].   

ndnSIM is an open source based-module that can be plugged 

along the NS-3 simulator to support the core features of CCN. 

One could use ndnSIM to analyze various CCN applications, 

scenarios and services as well as incorporate components 

developed for CCN such as routing protocols, caching and 

forwarding strategies for testing its efficiency. The code in NS-

3 and ndnSIM is widely available for modification and updates 

to the community and can provide a basis for implementing 

ICN protocols or applications. 

 

B. Topology and Setting Parameters 

According to Pentikousis et al, [27] “there is no single 

topology that can be used to easily evaluate all aspects of the 

ICN paradigm”. In this research, several network topologies 

with different network sizes and varying number of nodes were 

used to test and evaluate Persistent, Random and LRU policies. 

More specifically, the first scenario is a classic topology, 

namely Tree topology consists of 7 NDN nodes, 9 consumer 

and 9 publishers [19]; the second scenario is an Abilene 

topology consists of 11 NDN nodes, 25 consumer and 10 

publishers [33] and third scenarios is Germany topology 

consists of 50 NDN nodes, 30 consumer and 30 publishers.  

Experiment setup has been created in ndnSIM-NS3 running 

on a machine with Intel Core(TM) i7-3612QM at 2.10 GHz 

CPU, 12 GBytes of RAM, and Linux Ubuntu 14.04 operating 

system. The experiment setup and the experiments carried out 

have been explained in table below: 
 

Table 2 

Performance Parameters 

 

Parameter Value 

Simulation environment ndnSIM-NS3 

Simulation topology Tree, Abilene, Germany 
PIT replacement policy Persistent, Random, LRU 

PIT size 1000, 10000 

Forward strategy Flooding 
Interest  traffic  generation 1000 Interest/second 

Number of links Random variable 

Link delay Random variable 
Link capacity Random variable 

Interest packet size 40 byte 

Interest lifetime 400ms 

 

C. Metrics 

The main step in performance evaluation is performance 

metrics selection. According to [34] “performance metrics can 

mean different things to different researcher depending on the 

context in which it is used”. On the other hand, It is the key 

phase in all performance evaluations [35] because it measures 

the performance of the proposed scheme. This study focuses on 

three metrics; Interest drop rate, Interest retransmission and 

delay time metrics that could be used to measure the 

performance of the study objective. 

 Interest drop rate: it can be explained as it is the 

percentage of dropped interest packets among all the 

incoming Interest packet. 

 Delay time: it perceived by the consumer, which 

measures the waiting time to receive a given content 

after sending its request. 

 Retransmission: it perceived by the consumer that is 

measured the number of Interest retransmissions. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

In our simulations, we compared the Interest drop rate, 

Interest retransmission, and delay time for Persistent, Random 

and LRU replacement policies over three different network 

topologies, i.e., Tree, Germany and Abilene with PIT sizes 

1000 and10000 for entries. On Tree topology (see Figures 4, 5, 

and 6) overall performance metrics, we observed the Persistent 

policy performed poorly for PIT size 1000. Especially in terms 

of the packet drop rate; this was because the policy rejects the 

incoming Interest directory when PIT is full. Thus, will be 

leading to an increase rate in the Interest retransmission. 

Another justification was because when the PIT overflows, 

consumers’ Interests will be discarded from the routers. Based 

on this, consumers will experience an increasing retransmission 

rate. Contrarily, as the PIT size increase to 10000, there was no 

difference seen in the Interest drop rate as well as the delay. On 

the other hand, LRU policy was given a good performance 

score in terms of Interest retransmission when the Interest drops 

were lower in PIT size 1000 and 10000. 

The second simulation was run on a Germany network 

topology (see Figures 7, 8, and 10). The results show that the 

dropping is seemingly very close to all policies of PIT size 

1000. While in the case of the PIT size being increased to 

10000, the Interest drop rate was reduced. The intermediate 

nodes were forwarding packets to higher-level routers until it 

reached the Data content. On the other hand, the delay and 

retransmission in both Persistent and Random probably are 

better than LRU; this holds from the fact of a huge number of 

NDN router in our scenario caused incremental delay time as 

well as the Interest packet retransmission since each policy 

needs time in order to record or update its entity over all PITs 

presents in the routers.  

In the scenarios (see Figures 10, 11, and 12), where the PIT 

size was set at 1000 and 10000, the Random policy recorded 

less efficient measure than the other policies which were 

attributed to the large accumulation of request counts that were 

replaced. Hence, it may increase the Interest drop and Interest 

retransmission. While LRU achieved the lowest Interest drop 

rate, of about 35.6% with PIT size 1000 and 35.8% of PIT size 

10000 as compared to the Interest drop rate of other policies. 

Moreover, the figures showed the results for Persistent policy 

achieving the highest performance rate for PIT size 10000. Due 

to the increasing capacity of PIT, the Interest drops and 

retransmission decreased. The detailed results of all policies 

against different topologies with different PIT size are given in 

Table 3. 
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Topology 

PIT size 

Policy 

Metrics 

1000 10000 Interest Drop Rate (%) 
Retransmission 

(packets) 
Delay (seconds) 

Tree 

√  
Persistent 

0.13786584 176188 31223 

 √ 0.007446586 176046 36454 

√  
Random 

0.01552412 176688 30379 

 √ 0.007910396 175810 38532 

√  
LRU 

0.013125912 174046 31537 

 √ 0.007338039 170062 364545 

Germany 

√  
Persistent 

0.592130502 77823 41521 

 √ 0.458530967 98409 52730 

√  
Random 

0.608732233 97306 46399 

 √ 0.444195796 111843 53947 

√  
LRU 

0.59654887 96514 40600 

 √ 0.4265421 114073 62846 

Abilene 

√  
Persistent 

0.492940895 27915 4207 

 √ 0.418084894 23376 6118 

√  
Random 

0.539449137 29518 6790 

 √ 0.45155968 26911 8604 

√  
LRU 

0.356986568 27430 6651 

 √ 0.358242554 27841 7948 

 

 

Figure 10: Interest Packet Rate on Abilene Topology Figure 11: Interest Retransmission on Abilene Topology 

Figure 7: Interest Packet Rate on Abilene Topology Figure 8: Interest Retransmission on Abilene Topology 

Figure 4: Interest Packet Rate on Tree Topology Figure 5: Interest Retransmission on Tree Topology Figure 6: Delay time on Tree Topology 

Figure 12: Delay Time on Abilene Topology 

Table 3 

Interest drop rate, Retransmission and Delay of all PIT replacement Policies on different topologies 

 

 

Figure 9: Delay Time on Abilene Topology 
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V. CONCLUSION 
 

Replacement policy in PIT represents one of the most 

important factors, which determines the effectiveness of a PIT. 

Moreover, the primary goal of intermediate nodes (NDN 

routers) is to manage PIT entries in order to accommodate 

Interest efficiently when a new Interest arrives, and the PIT of 

a router is full. In this paper, we measured the performance of 

Persistent, Random and LRU policies in terms of Interest drop 

rate, delay time and Interest retransmission, which were tested 

on Abilene, Tree, Germany network topologies using the 

ndnSIM simulator. Based on our simulation results, we can 

argue that the configuration of topology and parameters may 

affect the general performance of policies for contemporary 

workload. Therefore, the replacement policies have different 

effect on instruction and entries’ PIT. Based on our results, 

Random and LRU showed the highest delay on all topologies 

as compared to Persistent. While in terms of Interest drop ratio, 

Persistent and Random recorded the highest on all topologies as 

compared to LRU. Finally, Random policy resulted in the 

highest delay on all topologies as compared to Persistent and 

LRU with PIT size 10000. Nevertheless, Persistent had less 

efficiency on PIT size 1000. The results from our study provide 

an essential starting point for new researches in PIT 

replacement heuristics for contemporary workload or selective 

building of less used cache approaches. As a direction for future 

work, we shall focus on designing new policy that will deal with 

Interest request and Interest Lifetime in order to remove only 

the entries that are kept for a long time in the PIT. 
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